Forest fires that occurred in Portugal on June 18, 2017, caused several tens of human casualties. The cause of their emergence, as well as many others that occurred in western Europe at the same time remained unknown. Taking into account consequences, including loss of human lives and endangerment of ecosystem sustainability, discovering of the forest fires causes is the very significant question. The heliocentric hypothesis has indirectly been tested, according to which charged particles are a possible cause of forest fires. We must point out that it was not possible to verify whether in this specific case the particles by reaching the ground and burning the plant mass create the initial phase of the formation of the flame. Therefore, we have tried to determine whether during the critical period, i.e. from June 15-19 there is a certain statistical connection between certain parameters of the solar wind and meteorological elements. Based on the hourly values of the charged particles flow, a correlation analysis was performed with hourly values of individual meteorological elements including time lag at Monte Real station. The application of the Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System models has shown that there is a high degree of connection between the flow of protons and the analyzed meteorological elements in Portugal. However, further verification of this hypothesis requires further laboratory testing.
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Introduction

Forest cover more than one third of Portugal (3.2·10⁶ ha), ranking eighth in Europe as highest country with forestlands. Portugal also has the highest incidence of wildfire events in the Mediterranean basin, as well as in the whole Europe [1, 2]. Large forest fires in Portugal during the last decades have caused loss of lives and huge burnt area. During the period 1980-2000 the mean burnt area by wildfires in Portugal was higher 9·10⁴ ha per year [3]. The mean annual fire incidence was 3% of its forests and wildland surface area in the 2000-2011 [1]. During the summer fires in 2003, burnt area was approximately 4.5·10⁵ ha and 20 people died [3]. The years 2003 and 2005 together registered over 7.5·10⁵ ha burned, which is almost 9% of entire country [4]. Forest fire event in the north of Portugal on October 14, 2011, caused total of 4.4·10³ ha of burnt area [5].

Regardless of catastrophic consequences, causes of forest fires often stay unknown. Taking into account detrimental effects of forests fires on sustainability of forest ecosystems, investigations of their causes are crucial. Many studies found that meteorological condition play fundamental role, both in ignition and during the fire spread [2, 3, 6]. Fire weather conditions (such as temperature, relative moisture, wind speed and drought factors) are the most critical factors in explaining many fire characteristics, spread, size and burn severity [7]. Other studies also confirmed correlation between forest fires and atmospheric condition [8-12].

In addition to numerous studies which describe influences of the solar activity on our atmosphere [13-17], examination of solar impact on forest fire occurrence becomes actual in recent years. As far as we know, Gomes and Radovanović [18] argue for the first time that the processes on the Sun could represent a potential explanation for the occurrence of forest fires. In the meantime, more research was published on this subject [19-24]. A new hypothesis attempts to link the processes on sun such as charged particles (protons and electrons) as potential causes of forest fires of unknown origin [25]. According to this hypothesis, this paper aims to present possible explanation for causes of forest fires in Portugal on June 18, 2017.

Materials and methods

Theoretical background

Forest fires that occurred on June 18, 2017, in the central part of Portugal are among the most endangered in the history of this country. About 60 forest fires were reported during the night of June 17/18, 2017. The number of victims was 64, including 6 firefighters. Many died in their cars or near the vehicles when they tried to escape from the fire. About 200 people were injured. On June 20, a plane with two crew members who participated in the extinguishing of the fire collapsed. On that day, the fires were localized. More than 4.5·10⁵ ha of forest burnt.

A severe weather was mentioned as a possible reason. It is possible that the fire was caused by a thunderstorm, as the investigators found a tree that was hit by a thunderstorm without rain, the Portuguese media reported, referring to police sources. In addition, some officials expressed the view that fires were deliberately set.

Gomes and Radovanović [26] presented a number of critical views on the so-called generally accepted attitudes regarding the explanation of the initial phase of the flame. In short, there was a suspicion of the possible responsibility of anthropogenic activity in 95% of cases, as it was accepted not only in the media, but also in many scientific circles. And first of all because it is hard to believe that, for example, over 30000 fires have been reported over the years and the area of the burnt vegetation is over 3.5·10⁶ ha, fig. 1.

Milenković et al. [28] found the connection between the number of forest fires in Portugal and the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation. Considering the absolute values, there is a sus-
picion in some other so-called potential candidates, such as lightning or high air temperature. As for air temperature, it has been determined that a minimum of 300 °C is required to show the initial phase of the flame [29]. This temperature has never been measured on the ground even closer (including desert areas), not to mention the air temperature.

According to the mentioned hypothesis, it is necessary to have a coronary hole and/or energy region in the geoeffective position on the Sun before the occurrence of a fire. On June 15, the coronary holes CH807 and CH808, as well as the energy region 12663 were in the geoeffective position [30]. The maximum speed of the solar wind (SW) at La Grange Point was 594 km/s [31].

Radovanović and Stevančević [32] gave an interpretation of the SW propagation through the magnetosphere and the atmosphere. In the space between the Sun and the Earth, the current field moves along the lines of the magnetic field of the Sun, and in the free atmosphere, along the lines of the resulting magnetic field of the Sun and the Earth. The movement of charged particles creates a convection electric current, and the emergence of an electric current causes the appearance of a magnetic field in the form of a shell that does not allow the scattering of particles. The forces that occur in the current fields are the result of the interaction of the convection electric current and the magnetic field. The strength and direction of the electromagnetic force are uniquely determined by the vector product:

$$d\mathbf{F} = I d\mathbf{l} \times \mathbf{B}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $I$ is the strength of the electric convection current, $d\mathbf{l}$ – the vector of the length of the current field, and $\mathbf{B}$ – the magnetic induction vector.

Based on eq. (1), it can be concluded that in the current field, the direction of positively charged particles (protons) is opposite to the direction of the negatively charged particles (electrons). The circulation of the charged particles in the current field is carried out in a level that is vertical to the direction of motion of the current field. The movement of the current field, that is the atmospheric river, is under the influence of the kinetic energy of the particles taken from the Sun. The moving of particles creates a convection electric current which creates a magnetic field. The magnetic field has the role of a shell that does not allow the particles to be scattered. However, during movement through the atmosphere, due to friction and increasing resistance of the geomagnetic field, there is a decrease in speed, which causes a decrease in the strength of the electric current. By reducing the electric current, the magnetic field strength decreases. At certain point, it comes to the magnetic shell breaking out, that is, the opening of
the current fields, and the particles of the corpuscular radiation of the Sun enter the free atmosphere. After opening the current field, there is a spatial selectivity depending on the electrical load of the particles. The electrons move right and protons left of the direction of the radial velocity of the current field. After opening the current fields, the particles of corpuscular radiation enter the free atmosphere with a certain amount of motion [33].

The SW penetrates the Earth’s atmosphere always at a certain angle, $\theta_{sw}$, which is the angle that the speed, $v$, makes with the vector of the magnetic induction, $B$. We can separate the speed, $v$, into one component, $v\cos(\theta_{sw})$, in the direction of the magnetic field, and the other component, $v\sin(\theta_{sw})$, perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field. Then the result will be that the trajectory of the SW (which is the trajectory of the SW particles) is a spiral (helix), and the momentary diameter, eq. (2), of the cylinder around which the SW is spiraling is:

$$r = \frac{mv\sin(\theta_{sw})}{qB}$$

With increasing penetration into the lower layers of the atmosphere, there is an increasing effect of the geomagnetic field, that is, the effect of the circulation vector of the geomagnetic field, and the proton tube receives cyclone motion. The magnetic shell of the tube does not allow the scattering of particles, so the density of the particles increases with decreasing radius [34].

From the fig. 2 we can see the high pressure area over the Central Atlantic (1032) and the low pressure area above Iceland (996 mb). In that sense, Portugal has not registered such low pressure as Iceland, but it is nevertheless significantly lower than over the central part of the Atlantic (the difference was over 20 mb). By evening, an area of 1011 mb covered the whole of Portugal, which is also referred to as a low-pressure region on the synoptic maps [36]. According to the model proposed by Gomes et al. [37], the penetration line, due to reconnection, was between Great Britain and Iceland. Two zones of high air pressure were formed south of this line, i.e., right of the direction of motion of the current field, the electron dissipation occurred, as it was previously theoretically shown. Left of this direction, the dissipation of protons dominates and the formation of the low air pressure field (Icelandic depression). Following this sequence of events, we come to the assumption that the fires that occurred simultaneously in Spain and France are the result of a wider dispersion of electrons of a different energy range [38]. However, in the case of Portugal, there is a penetration of the current field over the geomagnetic anomaly and, according to given hypothesis, this penetration has caused fires in Portugal. Only in the central part of Portugal there are densely grouped fires on a relatively small surface. As previously pointed out by Radovanović et al. 

Figure 2. Synoptic situation on June 18, 2017 [35]: over Portugal there is a zone with several separate locations of low air pressure (1011 mb) which according to theoretical approach suggest three relatively smaller penetrations of separate jets
When the conditions are made for protons to reach the ground, due to their higher weight (in relation to electrons), they cause forest fires in smaller territories.

Calculations

Bearing in mind that it was not directly record the possible propagation of particles to the ground, as a potential cause, which causes the initial phase of the flame in the burning plant mass, we decided to test the heliocentric hypothesis indirectly. The following Hourly Averaged Real-Time data were used as the input parameters: Differential Electron, energy ranges 38-53 keV (E1) and 175-315 keV (E2), and Proton Flux, energy ranges 47-68 keV (P1), 115-195 keV (P2), 310-580 keV (P3), 795-1193 keV (P4), and 1060-1900 keV (P5), [39]; Integral Proton Flux (energy ranges > 10 MeV (I1) and > 30 MeV (I2)); Hourly Averaged Real-time Bulk Parameters of the SW Plasma Proton Density (W1) (p/cc), Bulk Speed (W2) [kms\(^{-1}\)] and Ion Temperature (W3) (K) [40]. The ACE Satellite – SW Electron Proton Alpha Monitor is located at La Grange point so that it measures the data in real time that come from the Sun to our planet. Hourly meteorological data relating to Monte Real Station have been used as an output (Latitude: 39° 49' 52" N, Longitude: 8° 53' 14" W) [41]. This station is located in the military air-base, located near city of Leiria, Portugal. The data include air temperature [°C], humidity [%], and air pressure [hPa]. All data used in the paper refer to the period from June 15-19, 2017. This station was selected because it is located near the fire-affected area and the data are available on the Internet. The goal of calculations was to investigate the functional dependencies between the characteristics of the SW and air temperature – T, humidity – H, and pressure – P. The solution of this problem consists of several stages.

Filling gaps

The feature of this Data Set is the presence of missed data (gap) with a maximum duration of three hours. The spline interpolation using not-a-knot end conditions was used to fill in these gaps. The interpolated value at a query point is based on a cubic interpolation of the values at neighbouring grid points in each respective dimension [42].

Correlation analysis

Correlation analysis was performed to establish the presence of a linear connection between the input and output fields (tab. 1, where lag = 0 for the rows).

Lag analysis

To establish the lag dependence, the transformation of the Data Set was conducted. Output fields were fixed, after that the time series of each input field was shifted vertically downward by the number of rows equal to the lag studied. After that, the correlation coefficient between the input and output fields was calculated. We investigated the lag from 0 to 5 hours. The results of calculation are presented in the tab. 1.

Autocorrelation analysis

For further research, an autocorrelation analysis should be carried out to reconcile the interconnection between the input fields. The results of these calculations are shown in the tab. 2.

Search of best models

As it can be seen from the lag correlation and autocorrelation analysis, the best models for all output fields must be dependence on integral proton flux and SW, eq. (3), with lag = 5:
T(H, P) = \Phi(I_1, I_2, W_1, W_2, W_3) \quad (3)

where subscribe index “5” means lag = 5.

We must know which of them \( I_1 \) or \( I_2 \) is better. Therefore, we tested models 
\( T(H, P) = \Phi(I_1, W_1, W_2, W_3) \) and 
\( T(H, P) = \Phi(I_2, W_1, W_2, W_3) \), tab. 3.

For checking this decision, the models with all possible combinations of lags from 0 to 5 were tested (64 = 1296 models). Models with \( I_1 \) or \( I_2 \) input fields were tested separately. The theoretical investigations [36] showed that electrons must have non-linear impact on output fields. Therefore, similar calculations for models containing one of the fields \( E_1 \) or \( E_2 \) were carried out (65 = 7776 models). In addition, models that take into account only differential flux of electrons and protons were tested (67 = 279936 models). Linear regression analysis and Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) were used as models in this investigation. Two Gauss membership functions, eq. (4), were created for each input field in ANFIS models:

\[
f(x; \sigma, c) = e^{-\frac{(x-c)^2}{2\sigma^2}}
\]

where \( \sigma \) and \( c \) obtained during the training of the neural network.

Since ANFIS is a Šugeno-type system, the output membership function type was checked as constant. Each ANFIS system was trained during 100 epochs, initial step size – 0.01, step size decrease rate – 0.9, step size increase rate – 1.1. Hybrid method was checked as op-
timization method used in membership function parameter training. For learning process Data Set was separated on training and test sets in proportion 90/10. This method is a combination of least-squares estimation and back-propagation.

Taking into account that 894,240 models have been investigated and all of them are independent on each other, the parallel calculation is used to solve this problem. It decreased time of calculation for about 3.5 times. The longest calculation lasted about 60 hours. The total time consisted of about 200 hours (~8 days). The results of these calculations are presented in the tab. 3.

Table 3. Comparison of correlation coefficients of the best models with models with lag = 5 input fields

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Linear</th>
<th>ANFIS</th>
<th>Number of models</th>
<th>Position of (3) model (linear/ANFIS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lag = 5</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lag = 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature [°C]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F(I_1, W_1, W_2, W_3)$</td>
<td>0.8199</td>
<td>0.8251</td>
<td>0.8529</td>
<td>1296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F(I_2, W_1, W_2, W_3)$</td>
<td>0.8113</td>
<td>0.8178</td>
<td>0.8483</td>
<td>1296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F(I_1, W_1, W_2, W_3, E_1)$</td>
<td>0.8337</td>
<td>0.8431</td>
<td>0.8698</td>
<td>7776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F(I_1, W_1, W_2, W_3, E_2)$</td>
<td>0.8239</td>
<td>0.8287</td>
<td>0.8843</td>
<td>7776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F(E_1, E_2, P_1, P_2, P_3, P_4, P_5)$</td>
<td>0.3372</td>
<td>0.4241</td>
<td>0.3567</td>
<td>279,936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humidity [%]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F(I_1, W_1, W_2, W_3)$</td>
<td>0.7559</td>
<td>0.7680</td>
<td>0.8026</td>
<td>1296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F(I_2, W_1, W_2, W_3)$</td>
<td>0.7437</td>
<td>0.7597</td>
<td>0.7953</td>
<td>1296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F(I_1, W_1, W_2, W_3, E_1)$</td>
<td>0.7705</td>
<td>0.7861</td>
<td>0.8216</td>
<td>7776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F(I_1, W_1, W_2, W_3, E_2)$</td>
<td>0.7672</td>
<td>0.7831</td>
<td>0.8538</td>
<td>7776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F(E_1, E_2, P_1, P_2, P_3, P_4, P_5)$</td>
<td>0.3553</td>
<td>0.4363</td>
<td>0.3689</td>
<td>279,936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure [hPa]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F(I_1, W_1, W_2, W_3)$</td>
<td>0.8985</td>
<td>0.9037</td>
<td>0.9483</td>
<td>1296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F(I_2, W_1, W_2, W_3)$</td>
<td>0.8767</td>
<td>0.8988</td>
<td>0.9338</td>
<td>1296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F(I_1, W_1, W_2, W_3, E_1)$</td>
<td>0.8994</td>
<td>0.9055</td>
<td>0.9521</td>
<td>7776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F(I_1, W_1, W_2, W_3, E_2)$</td>
<td>0.8991</td>
<td>0.9061</td>
<td>0.9576</td>
<td>7776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F(E_1, E_2, P_1, P_2, P_3, P_4, P_5)$</td>
<td>0.4090</td>
<td>0.5879</td>
<td>0.4338</td>
<td>279,936</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

Correlation analysis

This section may be divided by subheadings. It should provide a concise and precise description of the experimental results, their interpretation as well as the experimental conclusions that can be drawn.

As you can see from the tab. 2, Pearson correlation coefficients, R, are sufficiently small in all cases except I1 and I2. It means that any linear dependencies of these data are not observed. High values of R for I1 and I2 indicate the presence of strongly expressed non-linear relationships. The presence of lagging (time) between the input and output fields may be another reason for the small correlation coefficients.

Lag analysis

As you can see from the tab. 1, the smallest R is observed for electron and proton flux (E and P). It means that these input fields do not impact on output fields for all lags. The largest R is observed for I1 and I2 relating to air pressure. As you can see R grows weakly with
increasing lag. It means that there are non-linear inertial dependencies between these fields and output fields. These lags mean that it is possible to make a prediction of output fields for few hours forward. Similar situation was observed for fields W1, W2, W3.

The results in tab. 2 show strong linear relationship between I1 and I2 fields. It means that only one of them should be used in calculations.

**Search of best models**

As it can be seen from tab. 3, correlation coefficient between real data and models’ data was as criterion of accuracy. First of all, it should be noted that all ANFIS models have higher correlation coefficient than linear ones. It is clearly seen that models based on differential flux of electrons and protons have the smallest $R$. This means that they are not the main factors of influence on output fields.

Comparing models containing I1 and I2 factors allows us to conclude that the factor I1 makes it possible to better describe the output fields. It is true for Linear and ANFIS models.

As the calculations have shown, taking into account the factor describing differential flux of electrons allowed slight increase of the correlation coefficients for Linear and ANFIS models. It should be noted that the influence of factors E1 and E2 is approximately the same. Therefore, the factor E2 was chosen for further calculations.

So, in the next stage, eq. (5), we investigated the most accurate models:

$$T(H, P) = F(I1_l, W1, W2, W3, E2_l)$$

where $l$ – lag.

As it can be clearly seen from tab. 4, there is a large number of models that are more accurate than (3) (columns 2-3 and 4-5). As the last column of the model table shows, models (3) occupy far not the first places among the exact models. Therefore, the classical approach to the definition of exact models be equation (3), described in the stage lag analysis is not suitable for this class of tasks.

**Accuracy analysis**

To confirm this conclusion the adequacy of the three most accurate models was tested:

- linear with higher correlation coefficient,
- the ANFIS with higher correlation coefficient, and
- model with higher total ($R_{linear} + R_{ANFIS}$) correlation coefficient.

Information about input fields of these models is presented in the tab. 4.

As it can be seen from the tab. 4, the best linear model for temperature is:

$$T_1 = F(I1, W1, W2, W3, E2)$$

The best ANFIS model is:

$$T_2 = F(I1, W1, W2, W3, E2)$$

The model with higher total correlation coefficient is:

$$T_3 = F(I1, W1, W2, W3, E2)$$

As it can be seen, lags of input fields of these models are different.

In addition, the lags of the input fields of these models are sometimes much smaller than in (3). On the other hand, it confirms that multimodels approach can make forecasting on different time periods from 0-5 hours.
According to the data for the lags from the tab. 4, nine linear and nine ANFIS models were constructed:

\[
\begin{align*}
T_1 &= 195 - 88.8I_1 + 0.58W_1 + 0.015W_2 - 1.96 \times 10^{-5}W_3 - 4.43 \times 10^{-5}E_2 \\
T_2 &= 193 - 87.15I_0 + 0.55W_1 + 0.072W_2 - 9.47 \times 10^{-6}W_3 + 2.59 \times 10^{-5}E_2 \\
T_3 &= 220 - 98.7I_5 + 0.56W_1 - 6.29 \times 10^{-4}W_2 - 4.68 \times 10^{-6}W_3 + 2.97 \times 10^{-5}E_2 \\
H_1 &= -4.53 + 2.76I_1 - 0.02W_1 - 8.79 \times 10^{-4}W_2 + 8.80 \times 10^{-7}W_3 - 2.12 \times 10^{-6}E_2 \\
H_2 &= -6.37 + 3.41I_5 - 0.014W_1 + 4.08 \times 10^{-4}W_2 - 1.29 \times 10^{-7}W_3 - 1.75 \times 10^{-6}E_2 \\
H_3 &= -6.43 + 3.50I_4 - 0.019W_1 + 1.34 \times 10^{-4}W_2 + 1.46 \times 10^{-7}W_3 - 1.48 \times 10^{-6}E_2 \\
P_1 &= 888 + 64.47I_4 + 0.02W_1 + 0.01W_2 + 7.77 \times 10^{-6}W_3 - 1.39 \times 10^{-6}E_2 \\
P_2 &= 886 + 65.05I_5 - 0.002W_1 - 0.01W_2 + 6.08 \times 10^{-6}W_3 - 8.60 \times 10^{-6}E_2 \\
P_3 &= 886 + 65.07I_5 - 0.001W_1 - 0.01W_2 + 6.13 \times 10^{-6}W_3 - 1.57 \times 10^{-6}E_2 
\end{align*}
\]

After learning for each ANFIS model we got set of variables membership functions, rules, fuzzification and defuzzification methods, etc. [43]. For testing the accuracy of these models the results of model forecasting were compared with real data and correlation coefficient was calculated, tab. 5.

As it can be seen from the tab. 5, all models have high R. All ANFIS models have higher correlation coefficient than linear ones. It confirms that ANFIS models are more accurate and take into account non-linear effects. For a visual comparison of the results, the predicted values obtained by the models in comparison with the actual data are presented in the fig. 3.

**Adequate analysis**

As it can be seen from the figures, ANFIS models better describe and predict fluctuation in amplitude. It is clearly seen for Humidity models. Despite the high coefficient of ANFIS models, linear models also accurately describe the required output fields. Therefore, an adequate analysis and sensitivity analysis is required to select the correct type of model.
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For this purpose, for each model, the following calculation was made:

- for each row of the training set, each value of the input parameter of turning was changed by 10%,
- a relative change in the output field on change of separate input field was calculated, and
- average data on all records.

As calculations showed 82% for linear $T_1$ means that in average if factor I1 increases on 10% the temperature will decrease on 82% after 1 hour, tab. 4. Similarly, the same increasing of I1 will lead to decreasing temperature after five hours on 57% accordingly to ANFIS model. As it can be seen, the most significant factors are I1 and W2. These results have also confirmed that electrons do not impact on investigated output fields. The results show that increasing I1 will lead to decreasing temperature and increasing humidity. In contrast, increasing W2 will lead to increasing temperature and decreasing humidity. It is clearly seen that input factors have weak impact on pressure despite the highest correlation coefficient of models.

**Conclusions**

Forest fires that occurred on June 18 and 19, 2017, in Portugal are among the most catastrophic ones of the country. As in many other cases, the cause of their emergence has remained unknown. Relying on the recent results, we have tried to test the heliocentric hypothesis of the occurrence of forest fires in this case. The Advanced Composition Explorer satellite registered a sudden inflow of temperature, speed and density of the SW particles a couple of days before the formation of fires. The basic starting point was that if there is any connection between the process on the Sun and forest fires, then during critical days the meteorological parameters would
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\caption{Comparison of the results, the predicted values obtained by the Linear and ANFIS models from the tab. 5 in comparison with the actual data}
\end{figure}
have to react to some extent to certain parameters of the SW. In that sense, we have tried to determine whether there is any statistical connection between the flow of protons and electrons in some energy ranges on the one hand and the air temperature, relative humidity and air pressure in Monte Real on the other. The calculation included hourly values, but with a time lag shift from 0 to 5 hours in the period June 15-19, 2017. The largest $R$ is observed for (I1) proton flux $> 10$ MeV and (I2) proton flux $> 30$ MeV (0.89 and 0.86, respectively) relating to air pressure.

Linear regression analysis and ANFIS were used as models in this investigation. Taking into account that 894240 models have been investigated and all of them are independent on each other, the parallel calculation is used to solve this problem. There are lots of models that can make forecasts of output fields with high level of accuracy. Nine linear and nine ANFIS models were constructed. The ANFIS models are more accurate and take into account non-linear effects.

The obtained results indicate the need of further improvement of the presented methods for the purpose of creation of scientifically based web-oriented multimodels expert system for making forecasting of crisis events in different time periods from 0-5 hours. Especially if we have in mind that, depending on the repeatability of certain processes in the Sun, we can expect more or less similar weather and environmental conditions in certain locations on Earth [44].

Other studies also found correlation between solar activity and forest fires. Velasco Herrera [19] found that the total solar irradiance minima provided the appropriate climatological conditions for the occurrence of Mexican forest fires. Sun et al. [45] concluded that fire growth was dependent on solar-driven winds. Kuznetsov and Baranovskiy [46] gave the new approach about possibility of forest fire ignition as result of focused sun’s light.
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